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The Nature Photography Contest 2024

Category: Photography

Deadline: November 15, 2024

Website: graphiccompetitions.com

The Nature Photography Contest 2024 is an esteemed online competition that invites photographers from around the globe to capture

the captivating beauty of nature. By showcasing the splendor of natural landscapes, wildlife, and macro photography, the contest

aims to highlight the diversity and wonder of the natural world. Each participant’s entry not only competes for recognition but also

supports environmental conservation efforts, with a tree being planted for every submitted photograph. This unique aspect allows

photographers to directly contribute to reforestation, making a tangible impact on the environment.

Photographers of all skill levels, from seasoned professionals to enthusiastic amateurs, are encouraged to participate. The contest

spans ten diverse categories, including Natural Landscapes, Wildlife, and Macrophotography, ensuring a wide range of opportunities

for showcasing different aspects of nature. The entry process is straightforward, with a nominal fee of 10 Euro per photograph, which

helps support the contest’s conservation efforts. By participating, photographers join a global community dedicated to celebrating and

preserving the natural world.

The Nature Photography Contest 2024 offers significant rewards for exceptional work. The grand prize includes a monetary award of

1,000 Euro and a personalized certificate, recognizing the overall winner’s contribution to nature photography. Winners in each

category will also receive accolades and exposure, furthering their recognition within the photographic and environmental

communities. Additionally, the overall winner has the unique opportunity to choose the country where the contest’s reforestation

efforts will be focused, directly influencing global conservation initiatives.

Entry fee: 10 Euro per photograph.

Eligibility

Open to both professional and non-professional photographers worldwide.

Prize

The grand prize is 1,000 Euro and a personalized certificate for the overall winner. Additional prizes will be awarded to winners in

each of the ten categories, including Natural landscapes, Wildlife, and Macrophotography.
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